Abstract-The performance of maximum-likelihood (ML) decoded binary linear block codes over the AWGN channel is addressed via the tangential-sphere bound (TSB) and two of its recent improved versions. Although it was exemplified that some recent improvements of the TSB tighten this bound for finite-length codes, it is demonstrated in this paper that their error exponents coincide. For an arbitrary ensemble of binary linear block codes, the common value of these error exponents is explicitly expressed in terms of the asymptotic growth rate of the average distance spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, much effort has been put into the derivation of tight bounds on the decoding error probability of linear block codes under soft-decision maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding. Improved upper and lower bounds on the error probability of linear codes under ML decoding are addressed in [5] and references therein, and these bounds are applied to various codes and ensembles.
The tangential-sphere bound (TSB) [4] forms one of the tightest bounds on the performance of ML decoded linear block codes whose transmission takes place over the binaryinput additive white Gaussian noise (BIAWGN) channel. This bound only depends on the distance spectrum or the inputoutput weight enumerating function (IOWEF) of the code (for the analysis of the block and bit error probabilities, respectively), so it can be applied to various codes and ensembles. The TSB falls within the class of upper bounds whose derivation relies on the basic inequality Pr(Elco) < Pr(E, y C R1co) + Pr(y 1 R1co) (1) where E denotes a decoding error event, c0 is the transmitted codeword, y denotes the received vector at the output of the channel, and R designates an arbitrary geometrical region which can be interpreted as a subset of the observation space. The basic idea of this bounding technique is to reduce the number of overlaps between the decision regions associated with the pairwise error probabilities used for the calculation of union bounds. This is done in (1) by separately bounding the error events for which the received vector is in the region R. The TSB, for example, uses a circular hyper-cone as the region R. In [7] , Yousefi and Khandani suggest to use the Hunter bound [3] (an upper bound which belongs to the family of second-order Bonferroni-type inequalities) instead of the union bound. This modification should result in a tighter upper bound, and they refer to the resulting upper bound as the added hyper plane (AHP) bound. Yousefi and Mehrabian [8] also apply the Hunter bound, but implement it in a quite different way in order to obtain an improved tangential-sphere bound (ITSB) which still solely depends on the distance spectrum of the code. The tightness of the ITSB and the AHP bound is exemplified in [7] , [8] for some short linear block codes, where these bounds slightly outperform the TSB in the low SNR regime. However, the error exponents of these recent bounds have not been considered yet. This paper is organized as follows: The TSB [4] , the AHP bound [7] and the ITSB [8] are shortly presented as preliminaries in Section II. In Section III, we introduce the error exponents of the ITSB and the AHP bound, respectively and state our main result. Section IV concludes our discussion.
The reader is referred to the full paper version [6] for supplementary details and proofs.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We introduce in this section some preliminary material which serves as a preparatory step towards the presentation of the material in the following section. We also present notation which is useful for our analysis. The reader is referred to [5] , [9] for more details.
Tangential-Sphere Bound: The TSB forms an upper bound on the ML decoding error probability of linear block codes whose transmission takes place over a BIAWGN channel [4] . i an n-dimensional circular cone with a half angle 0 and a radius r, whose vertex is located at the origin and whose main axis passes through the origin and the point corresponding to the transmitted vector (see Fig. 1 ). The optimization is carried over r (where r and 0 are related as shown in Fig. 1 ). Let us designate this circular cone by Cn(O). Since we deal with linear codes and the channel is output-symmetric and memoryless, the conditional error probability under ML decoding does not depend on the transmitted codeword of the code C. Hence, without any loss of generality, one can assume that the all-zero codeword, so, is transmitted. Letzw be the radial component of the noise vector z (see Fig. 1 ) so the other /~~nE s~2 4 Conditioned on the value of the radial component of the noise, zl, let E(zj) designate the decoding error event. The conditional error probability satisfies the inequality
The conditional error event E(zi) can be expressed as a union of pairwise error events, so
where Eo,i(z1) designates the event of error had the only codewords been co and ci, given the value z1 of the radial component noise in Fig. 1 , and M = 2 denotes the number of codewords of the code C. We note that for BPSK modulation, the Euclidean distance between the two signals si and so is directly linked to the Hamming weight of the codeword ci. Let the Hamming weight of ci be h, then the Euclidean distance between so and si is equal to 6h = 2hE. Let {Ah} be the distance spectrum of the linear code C, and let Eh(zl) be the event of deciding under ML decoding in favor of other codeword ci whose Hamming weight is h, given the value of zi. By applying the union bound on the RHS of (3), we get n Pr(E(zi),y C Cn (0) IZ1) < Z Ah Pr(Eh (ZI), y C Cn (0) ZI) h=1 (4) Combining (2) and (4) gives
By introducing the random variables Y = y=2 Z2 V V Y -Z2, which are x2 distributed, and from the geometry in Fig. 1 we obtain the following bound Pr (E(zi) Zi) < {Ah Pr (3h(zl ) < Z2 Kr Y KrZ zi)} h + Pr (Y>r Zi)
The final expression of the TSB is obtained by averaging w.r.t zl. Finally, an optimization over the radius r yields the tightest bound within this form (see [5, Section 3.2 
.1]).
Improved Tangential-Sphere Bound: In [7] , [8] , Yousefi et al derive improved versions of the TSB. These upper bounds, which are called improved tangential-sphere bound (ITSB) [8] and Added Hyper Plane Bound (AHP) [7] , are based on inequality (1), where the region R is the same as of the TSB (i.e., an n-dimensional circular cone). To this end, the improved bounds are obtained by applying a Bonferroni-type inequality of the second order [3] (instead of the union bound) to get an upper bound on the joint probability of decoding error and the event that the received vector falls within the corresponding conical region around the transmitted signal vector.
The basic idea in [7] , [8] 
where the indices i {1, 2, .. . i 1} are chosen arbitrarily for i C {2,... ,M}. Clearly, the upper bound (5) is tighter than the union bound. The LHS of (5) is invariant to the ordering of the events (since it only depends on the union of these events), while the RHS of (5) depends on this ordering. Hence, the tightest bound of the form (5) is obtained by choosing the optimal indices ordering i C {1,2, ... ,M} and i C {1, 2, . ., i-1}. Let us designate by -1 (1, 2,. (5) is given by Pr UEi) < mrin Pr(E,i) + E Pr(E. n Ec)}. (6) Similar to the TSB, the derivation of the ITSB and the AHP originates from the upper bound (2) on the conditional decoding error probability, given the radial component (z1) of the noise vector (see Fig. 1 ). In [8] , it is proposed to apply the upper bound (6) on the RHS of (3) 
i=2 where Eo,j designates the pairwise error event where the decoder decides on codeword cj rather than the transmitted codeword co. As indicated in [7] , [8] , the optimization problem of (7) Based on Fig. 1 , the first and the third terms in the RHS of (8) can be evaluated in similarity with the TSB. The probabilities of the form Pr(Eoi,j~Ecm ,y e Cn(O) zj), encountered in the RHS of (8), are upper bounded so that the final version of the ITSB only depends on the distance spectrum of the code. We refer the reader to [6] , [8] , [9] for further details. Added-Hyper-Plane (AHP) Bound: In [7] , Yousefi and Khandani introduce the added hyper plane (AHP) bound. In similarity with the ITSB, the AHP bound is based on using the Hunter bound (5) as an upper bound on the LHS of (4), which results in the inequality (7) . The complex optimization problem in (7) The new codebook is not necessarily linear, and all possible correlation coefficients between two codewords with Hamming weight i, where i C {dmin, . ... dmax}, and w are available. Thus, for each layer of the codebook, one can choose the largest available correlation' p with respect to any possible n-tuple binary vector of Hamming weight w. Now one may find the optimum layer at which the codebook extension is done, i.e., finding the optimum w C {1, 2, ... n} which yields the tightest upper bound within this form. We note that the resulting upper bound is not proved to be uniformly tighter than the TSB, due to the extension of the code. The maximum correlation coefficient between two codewords of Hamming weight di and dj is introduced in [7] . Let us designate the maximal possible correlation coefficient between two n-tuples with Hamming weights w and h by Pw,h , i.e., 1The RHS of (9) is a monotonically decreasing function of p, as noted in [8] .
where lw,h(Zl: Z2) =/ w(Zl) Pw,hZ2 (1 1 Pw,h Now, applying Hunter bound on the first term in the RHS of (10), and evaluating the resulting probabilities, yields the final expression of the AHP bound.
We refer the reader to [6] , [7] , [9] for further details on the derivation of the AHP bound.
III. THE ERROR EXPONENTS OF THE IMPROVED BOUNDS
In the following, we discuss the tightness of the new upper bounds for ensemble of codes, as compared to the TSB. The following lemma is also noted in [8] .
Lemma 3.1: Let C be a binary linear block code, and let us denote by ITSB(C) and TSB(C) the ITSB and TSB, respectively, on the decoding error probability of C. Then ITSB(C) < TSB(C).
Corollary 3.1: The ITSB can not exceed the value of the TSB referring to the average error probability of an arbitrary ensemble of binary linear block codes.
Lemma 3.2: The AHP bound is asymptotically (as we let the block length tend to infinity) at least as tight as the TSB. The extension of Lemma 3.2 to ensembles of codes is straightforward (by taking the expectation over the codes in an ensemble, the same conclusion in Lemma 3.2 holds also for ensembles). From the above, it is evident that the error exponents of both the AHP bound and the ITSB cannot be below the error exponent of the TSB. In [6, Lemma 3.3], we introduce a lower bound on both the ITSB and the AHP bound, and use the Chernoff bounding technique to obtain the exponential behavior of this lower bound (though the latter is a lower bound on upper bounds, it is introduced for the analysis of the error exponents of these two bounds). By showing that the error exponent of this lower bound coincides with the error exponent of the TSB (see [6, Appendix A]), and combining this result with the two lemmas above, we get our main result. IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we consider two recently introduced performance bounds for the AWGN channel, which suggest an improvement over the TSB. These bounds, introduced in [7] , [8] , rely solely on the distance spectrum of the code. The paper studies the error exponents of these bounds. This study forms a direct continuation to the derivation of these bounds by Yousefi et al. [7] , [8] .
Putting the results reported by Divsalar [1] with the main result in this paper (see Theorem 3.1), we conclude that the error exponents of the simple bound of Divsalar and the first version of Duman and Salehi bounds [1] , the TSB [4] and its improved versions by Yousefi et al. [7] , [8] all coincide. This conclusion holds for any ensemble of binary linear block codes (e.g., turbo codes, LDPC codes, etc.) where we let the block length tend to infinity, and it therefore does not only hold for the ensemble of fully random block codes (whose distance spectrum is binomially distributed).
The error exponents of the TSB and its improved versions for fully random block codes are compared with the random coding error exponent of Gallager [2] and the one which is associated with the union bound (see Fig. 2 ). The TSB and its improved version fail to reproduce the random coding error exponent (and even do not achieve capacity), though the gap diminishes as the code rate is reduced.
The reader is referred to the full paper version in [6] for further details and proofs, and to the tutorial papers [5] , [9] . Comparison between the error exponents for random block codes which are based on the union bound (UB), the tangential-sphere bound (TSB) of Poltyrev [4] (where according to Theorem 3.1, it is identical to the error exponents of the ITSB and the AHP bounds), and the random coding bound (RCE) of Gallager [2] . The upper and lower plots refer to code rates of 0.5 and 0.9 bits per channel use, respectively. The error exponents are plotted versus the reciprocal of the energy per bit to the one-sided spectral noise density. 
